**UniFLEX™ SPEC 55 Series Electric Strike, Grade 1 Heavy Duty - Factory tested 2500 lbs**

**STANDARD ANSI 4-7/8" STRIKE PREP - NO CENTERLINE RELOCATION REQUIRED.**

One strike with choice of interchangeable faceplates for cylindrical and mortise locksets with or without deadbolts. Designed for new and retrofit hollow metal frame installations. “Frame face modification required.

**FEATURES**
- Up to ¾” Latchbolt and 1” Deadbolt
- Field Reversible, FailSafe/Failsecure
- 1/8” Horizontal alignment adjustment
- Dual Voltage 12/24VDC
- Exceeds 1,000,000 cycles
- Factory tested 2500 lbs static strength
- UL tested 1500 lb Static strength
- 70 ft-lb Dynamic strength
- ANSI/BHMA A156.31 Grade 1
- Internal Solenoid, No Heat in Keeper
- All parts stainless steel
- Non-handed

**Lockset compatibility:** For locksets not listed below, see UniFLEX™ 55 Series datasheet, page 5, faceplate dimension.

**Deadbolt Application:** 55-D, 55-E and 55-F, door will not close with deadbolt extended.

**MODEL Application**
- **55-A**
  - Compatible with all cylindrical locksets (Grade 1 or equivalent)
  - Accurate, Arrow, Best, Corbin Russwin, Dorma, Falcon, Marks, PDQ, Sargent, Yale.
  - 449.00

- **55-B**
  - Mortise locksets and exit mortise devices with or without a deadlatch located below the latchbolt. Accurate, Arrow, Best, Corbin Russwin, Dorma, Falcon, Marks, PDQ, Sargent, Yale.
  - 470.00

- **55-C**
  - Mortise locksets and mortise exit devices with or without a deadlatch located above the latchbolt. SDC, Schlage, Baldwin, Hager.
  - 470.00

- **55-D**
  - Mortise locksets with a deadbolt and deadlatch located below the latchbolt. Accurate, Arrow, Best, Corbin Russwin, Dorma, Falcon, Marks, PDQ, Sargent, Yale.
  - 492.00

- **55-E**
  - Mortise lockset with deadbolt and no deadlatch feature. Baldwin.
  - 492.00

- **55-F**
  - Mortise locksets with a deadbolt and a deadlatch located above the latchbolt. SDC, Schlage, Hager.
  - 492.00

**SPECIFY FINISH**
- U 630 Dull Stainless Steel (std)
- G 612 Dull Bronze
- P 625 Bright Chrome
- D 606 Dull brass
- H 613 Oil Rubbed Bronze
- Q 626 Dull Chrome

**SPECIFY MONITORING OPTIONS**
- LBM/LCM available with 55-A, 55-B, 55-C; LBM/LCM/DBM available with 55-D, 55-E, 55-F.
- **LBM**
  - Latchbolt Monitor. Signals the door is closed and latched or unlatched and open. Non-handed.
  - 65.00

- **LBM/LCM**
  - Door Secure Monitor. Signals door is closed latched and the keeper is deadlocked. Also signals the door is unlatched or unlocked. Non-handed.
  - 129.00

- **DBM-L**
  - Deadbolt Monitor, Left Hand (Available with LCM and LBM. For D, E & F functions only)
  - 65.00

- **DBM-R**
  - Deadbolt Monitor, Right Hand (Available with LCM and LBM. For D, E & F functions only)
  - 65.00

**ACCESSORIES**
- **50-RMB**
  - Buzzer, 12/24V. Indicates strike is energized
  - 44.00

- **BR64XL**
  - Wire Lead Rectifier. Converts AC to DC
  - 27.00

- **CA-55-4**
  - Replacement set of 12V & 24V power pigtails
  - 20.00

**Monitoring Configurations**

55-A, 55-B, 55-C, LBM
55-D, 55-E, 55-F: LBM, LBM/LCM, LBM/LCM/DBM